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Emerging ESPRESSO document set

Informing Cities

Finance and 
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models
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City Architecture
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Conceptual standards

Informing Cities

Cassiopeia

D2.4 (OS lead)

Delivered June 2016

To be revised 
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Architecture framework

Informing Cities

City Architecture

D4.2 (OGC lead)

Delivered August 2016

Being reviewed with 
EIP SCC and WG11

To be revised
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Gap analysis

Informing Cities

SWOT / Gap analysis

D2.5 (OS lead)

In progress – due 
September 2016

Expect a revision
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Strategic growth map

Informing Cities

Strategic city
Growth map

D5.1 (OS lead)

Delivered August

On the website: 
http://espresso-
project.eu/ - “tools”

http://espresso-project.eu/
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Finance and procurement

Informing Cities

Finance and 
procurement 

models

D5.2 PwC lead

Due September
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Emerging ESPRESSO document set

Informing Cities

Finance and 
procurement 

models

SWOT / Gap analysis

City Architecture

Strategic city
Growth map

The place to start!
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Conceptual standards

Management (Including maturity models, and indicators)

ISO 37101 &c
OASIS?
City Protocol Society
100 Resilient Cities
British Standards, Spanish Standards?

Knowledge / information / data

ISO drafts
OGC
BSI
City Protocol Society
CitySDK

Lots of “lower level” standards
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Architecture framework

Varied approaches

We’ve chosen a mix of TOGAF and RM-ODP

We’re working with EIP SCC, and presenting to ISO/IEC
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Architecture framework
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Architecture framework
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What have we found so far?

Management

Several overlapping 
standards exist, but are 
not used much

Business process

One or two cross-sector 
standards exist, but are 
not used much

Knowledge / 
information / data

Lots of standards (for 
different aspects), but 
few cities use them

Engineering (ICT)

Lots of competing 
standards & other 
approaches



Insight

SMART CITY STANDARDS

Methodology: Email survey to Espresso stakeholder list, out of these 37 representatives responded.

11 Countries took part in the survey, 35% (13) of responses were from UK cities, 19% from Romania.

*Very small sample size – only 10 responses  **Influenced by Romania respondents 5 out of 7 hadn’t set standards

Transport & Mobility

Energy

Which of the following sectors are currently the top 3 

priority areas for your city to manage and co-

ordinate? 

What sources have been used to set 

best practice and standards in your 

city? 

Air quality

Which indicators have you implemented, 

considered, rejected or not heard of?

39% have not yet co-

ordinated or set best practice**

Numerous 

sources
EEA (European 

Energy Award) 

benchmark of 1500 

European cities

Transportation is the key area of focus for Smart Cities.  This trend was consistent across all 11 countries that 

participated.  Agriculture, water supply and security were perceived to be lower priority areas.   Awareness of Smart 

frameworks was relatively high, but very few cities (18%) had utilised any of these indicators (most implemented ISO 37120 

and CityKeys).   Only 28% (10 cities) were aware that they had a city model. A high proportion of respondents were unsure.

Infrastructure

Health

Waste management

Safety & Security

Water Supply

Agriculture / Food Security

Education

Green spaces Urban planning

Public 

information

Which sectors are the main priority areas for your city 

to manage and co-ordinate over the next 5 to 10 

years? 

Current areas of focus are; transportation, energy 

and infrastructure. Urban planning was not an option 

on the list, but was mentioned spontaneously by 

respondents.

When thinking 5-10 years out, three areas saw a large uplift 

in importance, in particularly, waste management.

Transport and energy remained the highest priorities.

Waste Management Energy Health

21% set standards within 

their own city with no 

external input from other 

cities

21% reviewed 

publications (PAS 181)

18% used knowledge 

gained from associations 

(e.g. Rockerfeller)

Does your city currently monitor 

any key performance indicators?

51

%
Yes

24% No

24% Unsure

Awareness

RFSC and CityKeys standards had the highest 

awareness, at 60% and 41% respectively. 

However, implementation was low (3% and 7% 

adopted)

Awareness of the ISO 37120 

standards was low (57% unaware). 

However, despite low awareness 3 

cities implemented these standards

The main benefit of standards setting is 

felt to be the identification of the cities 

strengths and weaknesses

Do you have a city model?

28% have a cross sector 

model

28% have a digital model

20% of those answering were unsure

Key reasons for creating a digital model were*:

Infrastructure 

planning

Transpor

t 

planning

Visualisatio

n

Flood 

models

90% 60% 60% 60%

This could indicate that ISO 37120 would have a 

higher usage rate if awareness was higher***

(***caution small sample 

size)



InsightMostly not using ‘standards’?

• Only 10 cities report having a cross sector data model (out of 36), 
and only three of these are based on a standard

• Similarly, 10 cities report having a digital model, with five of them 
being standards based (which implies it isn’t just the same question 
being answered again!)

• most of the management systems are home grown, with only 7/33 
having even reviewed ‘standards’ in this area

• & finally, although 19/37 use KPIs, only seven of these use a 
standard set

Why?
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Thank you for your attention !

espresso-project.eu

This project has received funding from the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 programme for research, technological development 

and demonstration under grant agreement No 691720


